Benefits of an abscission agent for mechanically harvested citrus

By Fritz Roka and Jackie Burns

Mechanical harvesting systems harvested more than 30,000 acres of Florida processing oranges during the 2005-06 season. Although this is less than 5 percent of the total acreage, current thinking is that use of a selective abscission agent with mechanical harvesters has the potential to markedly reduce harvesting costs and increase on-tree returns for growers.

A selective abscission agent can boost the operational efficiency of a citrus mechanical harvesting system in three ways.

First, and most important, an abscission agent will extend the window for use of mechanical harvesting systems. Second, an abscission agent will allow a mechanical system to operate faster within a grove, thereby allowing more boxes per hour for harvesting. Third, an abscission agent may improve overall recovery percentages, that is, the amount of fruit that is moved from the grove to the processing plant.

Presently, mechanical systems cannot harvest Valencias beyond mid-May. In normal growing years around mid-May, immature green fruit reach quarter-sized (2-3 cm) diameters and aggressive shaking of the trees by either trunk or canopy shakers will remove a substantial number of young fruitlets. Previous IFAS research has shown yield reductions of between 25 percent and 50 percent if mechanical systems harvest fruit into late May and June.

An abscission agent that selectively loosens only the current year’s mature fruit would result in less aggressive shaking to remove mature fruit, thus minimizing removal of the immature fruit. Consequently, a mechanical harvesting system could have an additional four to six weeks of operation during the harvest season, thus increasing efficiency.

With trees and groves that have been skirted and pruned, continuous canopy shakers without abscission agents can travel between 3/4 and 1 1/4 miles per hour down a row and remove up to 95 percent of the mature crop. Trunk shakers require between 5 and 10 seconds per tree to achieve a 95 percent removal rate.

An abscission agent loosens fruit by reducing the fruit’s “pull-force,” thereby allowing mature fruit to come...
off the tree easier and quicker. This means that canopy and trunk shakers can move faster and spend less time harvesting trees that have been treated or sprayed with the abscission agent. Initial field trials with the abscission agents in southwest Florida have shown that canopy shakers can increase harvest speeds and trunk shakers can reduce shake durations and still achieve 95 percent fruit removal.

**MORE TRAILERS NEEDED**

The economic value of moving faster through the trees, however, is contingent upon a sufficient increase in the number of daily trailers allocated to the harvest site. If faster harvest speeds increase acreage harvested by 33 percent, then the number of trailers allocated by a processing plant to the harvest site has to increase by a third as well. Simply filling the same number of trailers in half the time will not change the cost structure of a harvesting system.

In theory, the use of abscission agents may enhance recovery percentages of current trunk and canopy shakers. Recovery percentage represents the percentage of fruit hanging on the tree that is harvested and delivered to the bulk trailer through the mechanical system. Working in “prepared” groves (i.e., trees that are skirted and lower scaffold limbs pruned), trunk and canopy shakers with catch frames recover between 88 and 92 percent of the available crop. Between 3 and 6 percent of the fruit that is removed misses the catch frame. Current research is testing whether reducing the aggressiveness of the machine will allow the removed fruit to drop straight down to a catch frame, enhancing overall fruit recovery.

Increasing fruit recovery percentage is an important goal, either through the use of an abscission agent or improvements in machine design. If recovery percentages from mechanical harvesters can be increased above 95 percent, the expensive cost of hand gleaning could be eliminated.

**CMNP**

Among the number of possible abscission agents, CMNP has emerged as the best candidate to be registered for use in citrus mechanical harvesting. The compound is highly selective, and when used at recommended rates, does not defoliate the tree nor affect next year’s crop. While CMNP may cosmetically scar the bottom peel, the internal juice qualities of fruit are unaffected. Registration of CMNP is progressing through EPA testing protocols and special use permits may be available by 2009.

In the meantime, University of Florida-IFAS is conducting research on up to 10 acres per year (acreage limit by law) to develop successful harvesting strategies for CMNP application, grove management and machine operation. The results of these field trials should allow harvesters to effectively apply CMNP and exploit the benefits from this abscission agent by 1) extending the mechanical harvesting window, 2) increasing harvest speeds, and 3) enhancing fruit recovery.

Fritz Roka is an associate professor at the University of Florida’s Southwest Florida Research and Education Center in Immokalee; Jackie Burns is a professor at the University of Florida’s Citrus Research and Education Center in Lake Alfred.
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**Frank Richter Properties, Inc.**

**Farms - Hunting Tracts - Plantations - Timberlands**

**South Georgia Land for Sale**

**Decatur County**

- 450 acres: 375 acres of cultivation, 200 center pivot irrigated, Small duck pond $3,510/acre

**Worth County**

- 908 acres: 271 acres of cultivation, 250 acres center pivot irrigated, 139 acres of planted pines, $398,000.00 timber value, 40 acre lake $3,890/acre

**Early County**

- 537 acres: 404 acres of planted pines, excellent hunting and Investment $3,460/acre

For other listings, visit our website www.frankrichterproperties.com

**Contact Frank Richter**

229-869-1008 • 229-439-9546 • Email: farichteriv@hotmail.com
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**Every Orange Counts**

While so many groves are being infected with canker, there have been no cases of disease found in those using SeaCide. SeaCide also has been proven to control greasy spot and works as a fungicide/insecticide. Call for more information, we know how important your grove is to you. Let us help to make it a successful year.

1-727-819-1689
www.omegagrow.com
Listed by OMRI for use in organic production
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**Keep up with daily citrus news. Visit the NEW www.agnetonline.com for breaking news, daily headlines, photos, podcasts and MORE!**